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How did volunteering meet your expectations?
What was the best thing about volunteering?

“It didn't meet them it surpassed them. The 

team of volunteers were fabulous to be a part 

of, which helped, and was total luck! The 

willingness of the coordinators to give 

opportunities to volunteers to access sessions 

we had a particular interest in was really 

appreciated. Also play people are generally 

awesome, so it was an overwhelmingly positive 

atmosphere / environment”

“Sarah was the friendliest, most 

organised leader which made it all 

work perfectly”



What were the Challenges? 

“I had never been part 

of anything like this 

before, so nerves on 

the first day were high”

“On day 1 some of the 

logistics of room numbers/ 

movement to different rooms 

within the time frame”

“Many participants wanted 

sessions that were full and 

there were disappointed 

they couldn't join”

“Trying to generate 

interest in less popular 

workshops and lectures”



Why would you volunteer again? 

“Wonderful experience and 

boosted my own learning 

and motivation”

“The positive buzz, wonderful people and 

huge opportunity to learn. I actually feel a 

bit cheeky because I got so much out of it 

without paying for a ticket! The fact the 

volunteers were so valued and celebrated 

also made it an experience that I would 

repeat in a heartbeat. Positivity comes 

naturally to people who value play, it 

seems. I could surround myself with these 

types of people every day!”



Volunteers Summary of IPA Glasgow 2023
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